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Retrograde october 2020

There's a lot going on this month. Mars is still in decline, and we all feel trapped in a certain part of our lives. A full moon sandwich this month, a Coach occurred on October 1, and another occurred in Taurus on October 31. Yes, things are about to get a little crazy with your October 2020 horoscopes (click here for the November 2020
horoscope). Fortunately, Venus moves into the practical Virgo on October 3 and this month does nothing but extraordinary aspects for the majority of other planets. This is said, we will also have a nice location between Jupiter and Neptune on October 2-19. We have all the benefits (good guys) that work for us. These energies
undoubtedly soften the blow of events such as the direct pluto deployment on October 5 and the Retrograde of Mercury on October 14. Pluto is the last planet in capricorn to come directly to the station. For the last five months, it's been like time has stopped. With Pluto heading straight home, the clock is about to start moving again.
October 2020 The new moon on October 16th is a beacon of hope in Libra Before Reading Your Horoscopes. As time progresses, we are ready to move towards the great unknown. Or he'll come, as some say. The scorpion season begins on October 22nd, and this will make us all in the mood for spooky season activities. When the sun
encounters Mercury on October 25, let the freak flag fly this fall, in any way you see fit. Both Mercury and Venus switch to Libra on October 28, now we are called to find a balance between our minds and hearts. The second full moon of the month happens on October 31, and I will release a Full Moon on the Taurus podcast. Check out
the last week of October to learn more about this rare event and what it means for your sign! (If you are looking for full autumn 2020 horoscopes, please click here.) October 2020 Horoscopes Important Dates in The Sign of Koc Full Moon: October 1 Venus Transithead: October 3 Mercury Retrograde in Scorpio: October 14 New Moon in
Libra: October 16 Solar Transits Scorpion: October 22 Mercury Retrograde and Venus Transits Libra: October 28 Full Moon in Taurus: October 31 Libra (September 23 – October 22, 2020: Libra Birthday Libra! This is your season, and this full moon relationship in Aries is happening in your home. And if someone's not going, they're
coming. Whether you find yourself newly single or taken, ask yourself a question, / was it really emotional and physically satisfying? As Libra men, both must be un nenkable when it comes to romance. With Mars still retrospective and Saturn, you'll have to ask the hard questions. When your ruler Venus moves to Virgo on October 3rd, you
are ready to be honest with yourself. By realizing your basic needs and how you work in your daily life, you can really decide who is compatible with your vibration. In a supportive alignment with Jupiter and Neptune for most You have instinctive feelings. Lean over to them. Something big is likely to be a direct-emotional plot twist on Pluto
stations when it will be on October 5. The next day of Mars squaring Pluto, a romantic life can come from home or from home. Whatever the case, Mercury feels out of left field as it will be against Uranus at the same time. You may find it difficult to find value in an intimate relationship. When the sun gives a hard angle to Jupiter on
October 10, you may be asking yourself if you really deserve love. Venus aligns with Uranus on this day, and it's clear you have internal homework to do. When Mercury connects Venus in directions on October 12, you're ready to integrate changes for the sake of your love life. But not so fast. Mercury will go retrograde on October 14, and
there are still some personal issues for review. The new moon in your sign on October 16th will help you understand how you came into the world, and this is a powerful time to reinvent yourself. When Mars confronts Jupiter the next day, you feel very unlucky in the love section. And just when all hope is lost, Venus saves the day she
joins the equation on October 18. His energy will help you see the good side of the situation. On October 22, the sun switches to the sign of Scorpio and your mind passes to money. What can you do to increase your profitability? The sun will accompany Mercury on October 25. It takes gears to turn and there are a few ideas. On October
28, both Mercury and Venus switch to your sign. There's the ruler at home and the mental Mercury, what are you going to do with this magic? You create your reality, you do it wisely. Scorpio (October 23 - Nov 21)October 2020 Horoscopes: The full moon in Koç on October 1st will bring a much-needed change for the daily routine. At this
time, you may feel a greater need to participate in health and well-being. With Jupiter, the most incredible aspect of the moon in Neptune, you can have fun anywhere. Take advantage of that energy. Move into Venus Virgo and feel the love of your friends, go out and have some seasonal and social away fun. Your ruler Pluto goes directly
to stations and all systems on October 5th. Until the next day, when we encountered some combat energies from Mars. If you feel exhausted, slow down. You don't want to risk getting sick right now. Especially your mental health may attract your attention on the same day. A personal relationship can feel tense, and the need to be alone
with Mercury right now I feel against Uranus. When Venus begins to affect Uranus on October 10, you will want to relate to others again. You Scorpions and your moods! As the sun makes a tense alignment to Jupiter, something disturbs beneath the surface. Try not to pay any mind to this feeling and enjoy the company you are in.
Mercury connects to Venus on October 12th and you feel really connected to your tribe. Show your device Mercury in your sign two days later before it's turning backwards. * Cue mental fog. You may feel like you didn't get your thoughts right during this period. On October 16, you can see yourself at the center of the new moon in Libra.
Over the next two days, there may be some vivid dreams. When Mars snows Jupiter on October 17, Sunday's wounds appear a day early. You may find yourself stressing yourself out about work this weekend. When Venus joins the party the next day, plan a tour to take your mind away from her. On October 19, Mercury opposes
retrograduratekrar Uranus. Business relationships can feel intense right now. The good news is that the season begins on October 22 and is called for festivities. When the sun encounters Mercury in your sign, you will feel the mental fog lift. A few days later, on October 28, both Mercury and Venus enter libra. Lose your imagination, it's
an inspiration. Sagittarius (November 22 - December 21)October 2020 Horoscopes: A full moon on October 1st in YayKoç, you remembered all the fun you've had in the last six months. As rulers, Jupiter creates a beautiful fit for Neptune for the majority of the month, but also the family think you feel grateful for these friends. When Venus
enters virgo on October 3, be conscious of how you portray yourself to the world and raise your appearance. But be sure to set a budget for this shopping spree or salon extravagance. When pluto is squared directly by stations on October 5 and immediately by Mars the next day, it can be tempting to spend more than necessary for the
sake of transformation. Set a budget and then thank me. Mercury and Uranus opposition, which is also happening, is like a one-way ticket to la-la land. Daily choices can turn your head this week. On October 10, the sun creates a hard angle on Jupiter, illuminating your fears about being able to lead your lifestyle. As Venus creates a
useful aspect for Uranus on the same day, focus on everything I adore about life. Mercury is a perfect match for Venus, and when you count all the blessings, they add quickly. Just as Mercury is going backwards, the flood gate in your subconscious opens during this three-week period. The t12th home retrograde is never easy, but the
bold sign is always for an adventure (even those that take part in your own head). Before you get lost in the depths of your own mind, the new moon in Libra brings you back to reality and you're in the mood to socialize in particular. Socializing is a waste, and some of the places your friends choose can make you hot and uncomfortable on
the bill, with Mars facing Jupiter on October 17. When Venus is involved the next day, the mindset changes rapidly, and you find yourself the value of treatment. However, don't freak out with your salary. Mercury creates a second opposition to Uranus on October 19, which may be a cause of some disorder You may just need a clean
break from day to day. In this case, take a day or two. On October 22, the sun switches to the sign of Scorpio and meets mercury. This weekend is really a great time to earthing the subconscious. A daily mediated and stand-alone weekend can really help you understand yourself. Don't waste this alignment. You are asked to be on social
media on October 28. That's exactly where you want to be when both Mercury and Venus move on to Libra. Just in time for Halloween! Capricorn (December 22 - January 19)October 2020 Horoscopes: While capricorn is raring most people to hit the city under the full moon, Coach will be the most comfortable at home, on October 1st, this
is a special one. Enjoy everything you love about the situation you're going through and use some decorations to get festive. Jupiter and Neptune are in a supportive alignment for most of the month, stop witnessing all the spells that surround you. Get lost in the splendor of the autumn season. It'll help you stay grounded. Venus switches
to Virgo on October 3 and enjoys using your high intelligence. On October 5, Pluto stations directly to your sign. For the past five months, you may have felt like you've been undergoing a complete transformation, both inside and outside. With this energy, you feel ready to embody the new you. As Mars joins Pluto the next day, you will
face resistance or criticism from your family or close loved ones. Mercury will be particularly difficult to overcome against Uranus at the same time. All you want is acceptance for the fun and creative side. Yes, the sign has a reputation as a businessman, but you're deeper than that. When the sun adapts to a work with Jupiter, you may be
embarrassed to show yourself the artistic side. But don't let Venus Uranus also get in the way of this burst of inspiration that you feel in a star aspect of your fear of judgment. Make sure mercury and Venus express their gratitude to those who came to show your support, creating a great direction on October 12. When Mercury turns
backwards on October 14, you can start to feel distant from your friends. And this fear of judgment may be the main reason for this. You've changed a lot this year (planets like Jupiter, Saturn and Pluto are in your sign, how could you not?) on October 16th, this new moon in Libra will be the public debut of the new you. He's done
backstage, and you're ready to go on stage. As Mars looks at Jupiter from a challenging angle, it's normal to feel a little anxiety about how to perceive it. When Venus steps in to help Jupiter on October 18, you find the comfort of being your new authentic sm who, and the important ones don't care. When the sun passes to the sign of
Scorpio on October 22, you are ready to give more energy to socialize again. A few days later, on October 25th, the sun will meet Mercury, and you. Once again, it depends on others. Both Mercury and Venus will switch to Libra on October 28th. And Capricorn 2.0 is on track to succeed them. Aquarius (January 20 - February 19)October
2020 Horoscopes: Aquarius This full moon in Aries on October 1st will make you think about the way you communicate with those around you. What techniques get results? Do more. When Jupiter formed a bright side of Neptune for most of the moon, you will find all kinds of treasures in your imagination. Venus switches to Virgo on
October 3rd, and you're happy to drift into the dark corners of your mind. It's peaceful here, and no one bothers you. On October 5, Pluto stations may appear directly form a harsh rap harmony with Capricorn and Mars and tension with a sibling or neighbor. Maybe they've been bubbling beneath the surface for the last five months. Things
may get to a point this week, but it's up to you how you react. With Mercury and your ruler Uranus opposed to each other, you may begin to wonder how your long-term goals fit into your family's plan or your plan to launch your own. This week will be difficult and you will have to have difficult conversations with yourself and those around
you. Around October 10, these conversations may get a little easier with Venus's polite take on Uranus. Remove the skeletons from the closet, you will feel extremely liberating. On October 12th, you feel like you're ready to re-align yourself with your highest desires. You can thank Mercury and Venus for that. However, as Mercury goes
retrograde on October 14, it will not be so easy to do so. During this three-week period, you can start catching up with all the habits that keep you from doing it. On October 16, Libra is the perfect time to start something new in the new moon. Enroll in a course to get a skill you've always wanted to master. Mars challenges Jupiter on
October 17, you may feel mentally clogged. Fortunately, Venus joins Jupiter to help, and you can escape this vivid imagination. Don't get too lost in your dream world, because reality wants your attention as Mercury and Uranus form a second opposition this month. Again, you will feel career vs family pulling. Your career will definitely be
on your mind when the sun changes to the sign of Scorpio on October 22. When the brightest star in our solar system meets Mercury on October 25, you will see clearly what you want to bring to this world and how it will improve the lives of others. Oh Aquarius, you always have the collective in mind! After all, Venus and Mercury move to
Libra on October 28 and you are ready to make a real contribution to the world. Pisces (20 February – Mar 20)October 2020 Horoscopes: The full moon in The Sign of Aries on October 1st may bring a little more cash flow. This may mean more work for you, most likely you will still find time to see your friends, with Jupiter in a nice fit for
ruler Neptune for most Months. Venus switches to Virgo on October 3rd and you will feel a strong desire to spend time with your loved ones. Pluto stations are directly on October 5, and finds itself in a harsh direction with Mars for the rest of the week, it is clear that you do not have time for every social circle to run. That's a difficult
question, because mercury is against Uranus, not that you don't value those friendships. You can only find comfort coming home to the center at the end of a long day. Take a push and personal desires this week and I want to please everyone around you. On October 10th, there may be some drama, but venus on the same day by the
length of Uranus, you'll be able to figure it out. On October 12, a few days before Mercury goes backwards, the planet of the mind creates a dimension compatible with Venus. This is a great time to communicate with why you value their friendship. When Mercury stations pass backwards on October 14, hold on to these reasons as you
will review your deep-rooted belief system. The new moon in Libra on October 16th can introduce you to a piece you haven't explored much. Over the next six months, you'll be working to overcome your fears, and on October 17, Mars and Jupiter are at a hard angle, and tracking the dollar could get in the way of your social calendar.
Venus sends aid to Jupiter the next day and is reminded that you can actually have both. Mercury will oppose Uranus for a second time on October 19, and instead of squirting, just feel it. Water signs love to express their emotions, but sometimes it can be a bit much for others. When the sun passes to the sign of Scorpio on October
22nd, and a few days later with Mercury, the conjuncture, you feel truly blessed because your values are met. Although the world around you may seem chaotic, when both Mercury and Venus switch to Libra on October 28, you realize that the lack of it has no place in your current world. Coach (Mar 21 – Ace 20)October 2020
Horoscopes: CoachThis is your full moon Coach, and it's time to take a step back and celebrate yourself (I don't have to say it twice). With a full moon sitting right next to Mars in your first home, for once, you can completely control your emotions. You have instincts for the next two days, so follow them. As Saturn finishes its exhausting
direction to Mars, you'll feel like a great weight has been taken from your chest. The first weekend of October is a smooth trip. Venus blesses your daily life with its transition to Virgo on October 3rd. Coincidentally, Jupiter has a nearly month-long path to Neptune, bringing the feeling that things will really work out. Hold on to this. The
following week on October 5, Pluto stations square Mars directly and immediately. Remember that Mars is still retrograde. Translation: This week you will feel like outs resources and conditions are really trying to kill the vibe. It's going to feel like literally nothing's going right. With Mercury It is also possible that an expected bill against
Uranus will come. It could be a car problem or a tax, and Mercury isn't even backwards! (This week.) Whatever it is, it's a coup. By October 10, you are ready to make an action plan as Venus opens a useful path to Uranus. You're laser-focused on progress, and that could get in the way of your personal relationships. Multitasking has
never been for you, but be sure to send a message to let them know you're alive. On October 13, the sun will be right across Mars. In a harmonious aspect of Mercury and Venus, just focus on you and don't let others interfere with your routine, because it works for you. And just like that, the next day Mercury stations become retrograde in
the sign of Scorpio, which is a great time to dive deep into the subconscious. On October 16, Libra brings a fresh start to the new month and this is a good day to hash out any personal relationship issues. With Mars luring Jupiter and the Sun creating a shattering dimension to Saturn, you can see things from the other side and sometimes
realize how their behavior reflects on others. As Venus and Neptune work in the background, you will find ways to soften it. On October 18 mercury retrograde swings back against Uranus, if you have ignored this pesky financial problem, now is the time to get it done. When the sun passes to the sign of Scorpio on October 22 and meets
Mercury on October 25, it will make you more comfortable to face yourself. Both Venus and Mercury will switch to Libra on October 28, and if romance is the last thing on your mind, that will change today. Taurus (Ace 21 - May 20)October 2020 Horoscopes: The full moon in Taurus Ram is the end of a cycle for you, Taurus. What kept you
from the life you wanted to live? As Mars approached Saturn in its defiant direction, what did you learn about yourself and the values or beliefs you hold on to? With Jupiter and Neptune in this state, you'll find your answers connecting to those around you. The direction between these two will last for most of the month, and this is really a
great time to broaden your views by listening to others. Venus is switching to Virgo on September 3rd, and it's time to enjoy the party. It's not something you once cared about or someone has cut anymore, because Pluto is bombarded directly by stations on October 5 and Mars the next day. With Mars still backwards, you'll probably want



to go back and fix it. But Pluto is now direct, let's go and it may be best to start the healing process. On top of that, Mercury is against Uranus, and communication with a partner or friends will be difficult this week. If you do busy you can say some very unexpected or confusing things. However, on October 10, the ruler sends help to Venus
Uranus and calls you to channel your energy into what you love to do for fun. With a Sun Alignment to Jupiter, try not to focus on what's not going right. On October 12, just two days before mercury stations fall back, you can communicate open-heartedly, charging Venus a great dimension. Use this short window to tell you what you have
to say because your beloved old Mercury is officially retrograde starting October 14th. While Mercury is making a backspin with Scorpio, it's a good time to review the dialect with others and adjust accordingly. The new moon in Libra will make your daily life a fresh start. Mars may be frustrated with your luck lately, as it challenges Jupiter
on October 17. But remember, Neptune also affects Jupiter, and Venus rings the bells on October 18th. Just shifting focus on grateful things, such as romance, hobbies and the social environment, would be to banish these negative thought patterns. It is important to point out that Mercury will form another aspect of Uranus from
September 19, and conversations can be risky again. It's a good thing the Sun switched to Scorpio on October 22nd and is the focal point of your relationships. The same day Venus trines Pluto, and it's fine with what happened weeks ago. During the transition to Libra on October 28, you find solace by throwing yourself into the daily
grindGemini (May 21 – June 2020)Horoscopes: Gemini Aries is a full moon social event on October 1. It's possible that a new group of friends will become a big part of your life. With Jupiter adapting with Neptune for most of the month, it is very likely that you will find a potential business partner in this new group, which will further help
your lofty goals. On October 3, Venus switches to Virgo, and it's time to show fam some love. Pluto stations directly on October 5, it is possible that you will reveal yourself a deeper side. And just a day later, the dismantling planet met the wrath of Mars, which can cause some tension in your social circle. While it's uncomfortable, while
Mars is still backwards, don't feel like you need to change your personality to fit in. Those who can't handle your larger-than-life personality can't hang it. You may have a hard time focusing on work for the rest of the week, as your ruler will be against Mercury Uranus. Try your best to stay on the road and forgive yourself. The sun added a
tense dimension to Jupiter on October 10. You have to put your energy into something creative, which will give you a much-needed dose of inspiration. The week of October 12th begins on a good note. While Venus is playing beautifully with Mercury, you can see the next two days or make time to talk to the family. Your work life can be a
little hectic with mercury stations transmitting backwards on October 14th. With the new month of Libra on October 16, you can see that creative projects are an excellent form of stress relief. When Mars creates a tense rap harmony with Jupiter the next day, it's best Alone at the weekend, as other people are likely to drain energy.
Mercury is turning up the heat on October 19, and stress can push you to the brink of collapse. Fortunately, the Sun moves to Scorpio a few days later on October 22 and meets Mercury on October 25. This will bring stamina for the rest of the month. Both Venus and Mercury are switching to Libra on October 28th, and the creative project
you started in the middle of the month will bring you back to life. Cancer (June 21 – July 22)October 2020 Horoscopes: The full moon at Crab Ram is a big career milestone cancer for you, but with Mars still retrograde, things can still feel stagnant. It's best to focus on how far you've come. Still don't be too busy with where you want to go.
Jupiter and Neptune form an alliance for the October majority, and you have a certain person in your life who helps you see things from a new perspective. Spend a generous amount of time with that person this month, they can teach a lot about yourself. Venus switches to Virgo on October 3rd, and your words will be an extra talent for
them. Use it wisely. On October 5, Pluto stations directly. It's possible that a relationship you're in is going through some kind of transformation. It could be about work or romance. When Mars got involved the next day, you may have seen that person was part of the bigger picture. While it's hard to let your emotional aquarius go (crabs are
the ones clinging on, you can't deny that), have you ever thought it might be for the best? After all, with Mercury against Uranus, you can tie it to creative differences. Did this person really inspire you? As the sun becomes a tense fit for Jupiter on October 10, you may be embarrassed to be emotionally involved. Hang out with your friends
to get your head around it. On October 12, Mercury and Venus have a wonderful aspect, and their creative waters are flowing. Whatever the craft, the next two days are a great time to submit your business. Because on October 14, Mercury will go backwards and these juices may dry up. During this three-week period, you can feel
creatively blocked. Don't stop what you're doing, just slow down and don't place any expectations on your projects. On October 16, Libra may bring some exciting news at home in the new month. The next day Mars squares with Jupiter, and I feel torn between professional and private life. Even if you get the impression that your job
requires your attention 24/7, Jupiter asks you to set some clear boundaries. On October 18, Venus strengthens Jupiter, and you can balance both. If any sign needs their relationship to improve, it's you, Cancer. So pay attention to these other October 2020 horoscopes as also. On October 22, the Sun moves the glowing light of your
imagination towards the Scorpion, which has felt out of reach since Mercury regressed backwards. When you meet the sun, you may feel agitated again. and creates a connector on October 25th. Venus and Mercury will switch to Libra on October 28, and you feel more grateful for the beautiful house you built. You know what they say,
Happy Crab. Happy Home.Leo (Jul 23 - Aug 22)October 2020 Horoscopes: LeoThe wanderlust hits hard with a Full Moon on October 1. Nostalgically, you may be wandering through past holiday clips or mourning a cancelled trip. Go ahead, get it out of your body. Because Jupiter is in line with Neptune for most of the month, your life the
next day can be a little more exciting. This is an exciting project, or you can take the form of getting to control a new crush. Regardless, when Venus steps into Virgo on September 3rd, the lights, the camera, the action. It is also very possible to increase revenue at this time. Take a step off the pedestal on October 5th, because victory
requires hard work. Especially at a moment when Pluto was directly stationed and facing Mars the next day. It's not going to be easy, but if there's one person for the job, it's you. It doesn't help that Mercury also opposes Uranus, because you realize that this opportunity can take you to the next level. It can be very difficult for something
like this to be in danger. Don't forget you're a born leader. You got this. The sun makes a tense angle to Jupiter on October 10. Thinking about this job means stress is likely. Avoid doing so, and with Venus affecting Uranus this weekend, you have cosmic leave to get lost in your visions for the future. They're going to motivate you. October
12th, you will feel family love in a supportive aspect of Mercury and Venus. From October 14, Mercury stations will be retroactive and your home can drive you crazy. Some repairs may be necessary, although uncomfortable, small on a large scale. The new moon in Libra on October 16th is an opportunity to renew the way you
communicate. On October 17, Mars begins with Jupiter and reminds you to take care of your well-being. If you are not in the right mental field, performance can be the bottom. The next day, Venus joins reserve Jupiter. You will clearly see what a valuable help it is to your health. A little exercise can put you in the right mindset. The sun
enters Scorpio on October 22nd and you are aware that the problems you face at home are progressing. When the sun meets Mercury on October 25, a solution appears. Both Venus and Mercury switch to Libra on October 28, and your words are your most powerful tool. What are you going to say next month? Virgo (August 23 -
September 22)October 2020 Horoscopes: Virgo Are you ready to embrace your dark side? On October 1st, Coach, we're definitely going to put the full moon in the mood for the spooky season. No one in haunted locations? With Jupiter forming a spectacular aspect of Neptune for most of this month, your task is to go out and enjoy life
with your best friends if you choose to accept it. When Venus moves Your sign on October 3rd, your phone won't stop buzzing. Everyone wants virgo in their life. A creative breakthrough is possible on October 5, when Pluto finally stations directly. Transformative processes are never easy, especially when Mars is involved the next day.
You may feel the need to take a step back and change your perceptions. While your ruler Mercury also opposes Uranus, you can see that your close circle does not fit your ideals. Your virgo instinct is to come up with a plan to change that. But the sun says other ways, at a difficult angle to Jupiter on October 10. Your income doesn't
support the movement you want to make, but you'll find a detour as Venus is in a supportive harmony with Uranus. While your mind is on money, Venus and Mercury are focused on forming an alliance on October 12th, and making small changes that will help increase savings. When Mercury goes backwards on October 14, it's a great
time to find ways to cut corners around you locally. Do you really need that $6 latte every day? Is there a cheaper market nearby? Making small changes will make you feel like you're on the right track. On October 16, you start to look at your money differently with the new moon in Libra. As Mars challenges Jupiter the next day, you may
feel guilty for spending meaningless activities. Venus takes to the stage on October 18th and reminds you that you still need quality of life to survive. In true retrograde fashion, ruler Mercury creates another opposition to Uranus on October 19. And you guessed it, you want greener grass on the other side. The sun moves to Scorpio on
October 22, and a few days later it will form a future with Mercury. It's like a light switch is on in your mind. As Mercury and Venus move to Libra on October 28, you'll find that some of your efforts are starting to pay off. If you like the October 2020 Horoscopes, stay tuned for November! November!
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